JANOME BULLETIN
JANOME secrets to beautiful appliqué
Beautifully finished appliqué requires practice, technique and patience. But now we would
like to let you in on how JANOME helps you create beautiful appliqué. JANOME has several
tools available to help you create the appliqué effects with much less effort and frustration.
1. Applique Foot
A long time favorite among sewists, this foot is
incredibly useful and easy to use! In addition to the
extra visibility of this clear foot, there are additional
features that make this foot wonderfully convenient.
Point 1:
The appliqué foot is much shorter than
other feet for easy use and cornering.

Part No: 202-023-001
(Blister package)

SO EASY!

Point 2:
Unique underside is flat around the needle hole
for optimum thread tension, but opens wide
behind the needle to let the stitching and fabric
edges pass through unobstructed for even the
tightest curves and angles.

2. JANOME DigitizerPro/MB Appliqué tool
JANOME Digitizer series V3.0 has a convenient Appliqué
tool in the Digitizer toolbar. Just click the Appliqué icon to
digitize your desired shapes with placement, tackdown,
cutting and cover stitches all at once.

Part No: 254-729-005/254-730-009
Highlights
- Select from either Pre-cut or Trim in Place
- Choose from either satin or blanket for the cover stitch, both with adjustable width and tackdown.
- Digitize as with Parallel Fill tools, left clicking for straight lines and right clicking for curved lines.

* For MC11000/MC11000 Special Edition sewists:
Have you noticed the B button when in the Applique sewing application?
This button, combined with the Cornering button, helps you create perfect corners.
B

Try this!
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~Professional appliqué technique~
1. When you finished sewing the second outer
stitch, stop and press B button.
2. Sew one stitch and stop again.
B 3. Turn the fabric and sew a diagonal stitch using
the diagonal guide lines on the needle plate.
4. Stop again to turn the fabric, sew 2 outer stitches.
5. Press B button again and continue to sew as usual.

